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SUMMARY 

It is common knowledge that the operation of the electric steel-mill is 

economically affected by the amount and price of the electric power consumption 

and the cost of graphite electrodes as well as by the incidence of required 

operation personnel and the value of the employed investments. 

Usinr the installations of two steel-mills of Latin A nerica and adding to 

them some very simple equipment a pilot installation was set up based on the wo 11- 

knewn method of pro-heating steel scrap charges by means of gas or liquid fuel 

before charging them into the electric furnace. This installation showed extremely 

interesting results especially from an economical point of view due to a substan- 

tial reduction of electric pow..r and electrodes consumption although a certain 

increase in the fuel consumption was encountered. 

* This is a summary of a paper issued under the same title as ID/WG.I4/49 

1/ The views and opinions expressed in this paper are those of the authors and do 
not necessarily reflect the views of the secretariat of UNIDO.  The document 
is presented as submitted by the authors, without re-editing. 
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The economical balance mainly linked to the ratio of unit cost of electric 

power and electrodes to the cost of fuel resulted quite positive. 

The operation of the new installation gave the hint to modify the conven- 

tional lay-out of the electric steel-mill i„ favour to the acquired and usual 

lay-out of both the plant and its material handling utilities. 

This new type of steel-mill, which has not been yet implemented, offers 

substantial economical advantages and a larger flexibility during operation. 

The drawback due to the novelty of this installation, which always bears 

some risks especially in the iron and steel field, can anyway be overcome by the 

possibility offered by the modern engineering techniques. 

Using analytical techniques it is possible today to study all details of 

operation (Monte Carlo technique) and consequently foresee the yearly'economical 

results of plant operation (by the use of computers). 

This new way of plant design, ivhile allowing substantial saving in the 

investment and operation, requires greater care during the design Ltage. 

The estimated investment saving was evaluated around the I5-25 per cent. 

The increase m the design cost was evaluated of some percent of the value of the 

plant (above normal standard). 
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1.     INTRODUCTION AND SUMMARY OF THE  CONCLUSIONS 

It is common knowledge that the operation of the electric steel-mill is 
economically affected by the amount and price of the electric   power 
consumption and the cost of graphite electrodes as well as by the inci- 
dence of required operation personnel and the value of the employed 
investments. 

Using the installations of two steel-mills of Latin America and adding 
to them some very simple equipment a pilot installation was set up 
based on the well known method of pre-heating steel scrap charges by 
means of gas or liquid fuel before charging them into the electric 
furnace.   This installation showed extremely interesting results 
especially from an economical point of view due to a substantial 
reduction of electric power and electrodes consumption although a 
certain increase   in the fuel consumption was encountered. 

The economical balance mainly linked to the ratio of unit cost   of 
electric power and electrodes to the cost of fuel resulted quite posi- 
tive . 

The operation of the new installation gave the hint to modify the conven- 
tionai lay-out of the electric steel-mill in favour to the acquired and 
usual lay-out of both the plant and its material handline utilities. 

This new type of steel mill, which has not been yet implemented , 
offers substantial economical advantages and a larger flexibility 
during operation. 

The drawback due to the novelty of this installation, which always 
bears some risks especially in the iron and steel field,  can anyway 
be overcome by the possibility offered by the modern engineering 
techniques. 

Using analytical technique it is possible to-day to study all details of 
operation (Monte Carlo technique) and consequently foresee the yearly 
economical results of plant operation (by the use of computers). 
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This new way of plant design,  while allowing substantial saving in the 
investment and operation,  requires greater care during   the design 

stage. 

The estimated investment saving was evaluated around the  15-25%. 
The increase in the design cost was evaluated of some percent of the 

value of the plant (above normal standards). 

2. 
DESCRIPTION OF A STEEL WORKS OPERATING WITH PRE-HEATED 

SCRAP  — —  

The first steel-works in Latin America (Mexico) introducing the tech- 
nique of pre-heating scrap,  started up in 1961-1962. 

The second one (Argentine) using this system in   practical   operation, 
began its tests in 1965. 

This latter works has two electric arc furnaces, the main features 

of which are as follows : 

Builders 
Diameter of shell 
Diameter of electrodes 
Transformer power 
Nominal capacity 
Actual capacity 
Power available 
Bottom and bank lining 
Roof 

Birlefco 
15' (4572 mm) 
18M 

12,500 KVA 
35 tons 
54 tons 
230 KVA/ton of charge 
Dolomite bloks 450 mm thick 
Brickwork 60% AIO     350 mm thick 

This plant which mainly produces steel for the production of seamr 

less tubes by the Mannesmann-Calmes process,    is supplied by a 
power station and connected to a network , the power supply of which 

is limited. 

As the time allowed for refining had to remain unaltered in order to 
avoid prejudicing of the required steel characteristics, a supplementary 
Tuppiy of Power was felt to be particularly necessary so tha   charging 
Lid melting times could be accelerated with only a small out-lay.  and 
"thTut resorting to heavy investments which,   for example, would have 
needed to increase the output of the power station and   to   replace the 
fournace transformer with another and more powerful one. 
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The plant is laid out over a number of bays,  as may be seen in Fig.l, 
with plenty   pouring space as required for the production of ingots 
for tube making. 

3.    THEORETICAL   ADVANTAGES OF PRE-HEATING 

It is well known that the theoretical amount of heat required for 
melting a ton of scrap, and for heating the bath, is 377.8 KWh , 
divided as follows : 

87% for melting , 
13% for refining. 

This means that,  as the consumption at this particular steel wotks 
was 556 KWh/ton of molten steel, the same percentages give   the 
following division : 

490 KWh/ton for malting , 
66 KWi'/ton for refining. 

It is clear that if a charge,  which already possesses a part   of  the 
heat necessary for melting it,  is introduced into the   furnace,    not 
only will there be some reduction in the consumption of electric 
power,   but there will also be an appreciable increase in productivity, 
without altering the power of the transformer. If then the time it re- 
mains in the furnace  is also reduced,  it is to be expected that consum- 
ption of electrodes and linings will be reduced as well; on the other 
hand if the charge is pre-heated in the charge bucket these may be 
damaged to a certain extent. 

4.    DESCRIPTION OF THE PRE-HEATING SYSTEM 

The experience gained from.past work done (bibliography- see Ann. I) 
and the information to be found in technical literature on pre-heating 
scrap,  mainly relate to the use of somewhat complex equipment which 
cannot alaways be installed in a traditional steel works; if often means 
too that these methods require the use of charging bucket which have 
been altered and suitably strengthened. 

The very simple method adopted for use in the plants of Latin Ameri- 
ca is described in another paper (2) read at the IV Congresso Nacio- 
nal de la Industria Siderurgica in 1965 (Mexico). 
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Thii method is essentially based on direct pre-heating of scrap in 
the valve charge bucket (diameter 3,470 mm,  capacity 29 m3).Heat- 
ing is done from the bottom through a hole in his middle,   (Fig.2) to 
take the high pressure Venturi-type gas burner (about 160 Nm3/h to 
23 kh/cm2). 

The composition and properties of the gas used are as follow* : 

methane 
ethane 
propane 
butane 
CO, 

A4. If. 
a. 7% 
2.7% 
0.3% 
4.2% 

8762 Kcal. 
9657 Kcal. 

net heat value 
gross heat value 

The pre-heating plant substantially consists of three stations placed 
parallel, each one me*ely consisting of a space with a vertical burner 
in it,  fed by a pipe, with a flame controlled at a distance. There is 
no system of recovery or carrying away the fumes. 

5.      EXPERIENCES OF OPERATION WITH PRE-HEATING 

Initial operational experiences in steel works aimed first of all at 
finding out the conditions and working difficulties which might arise 
by using the method described to exploit the pre-heating technique 
to the utmost. 

Two similar working periods were examined,  each lasting a month, 
an initial   period without pre-heating and the second period with 
pre-heating in operation. 

During the second period the four charge buckets normally loaned 
were heated for the following average periods : 

Bucket 1,  17 tons of scrap, pre-heating time 
Bucket 2,  18 tons of scrap, pre-heating time 
Bucket 3,  11 tons of scrap, pre-heating time 
Bucket 4,    8 tons of scrap, pre-heating time 

_ 
428 

•ft i ir flfr«-»-^-*»—•:~J~*i+~~¿*- llftfilrtìflffifftllir'lli 
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A comparison i» given in Table 1   of the result, obtained in the two 
periods under consideration. 

Table   1 

without with 
pre-heating pre-heating variations 

13.320 15.955 +2.635(19.78%) 

556 455 -101     ( 18% ) 

5.56 4.24 -1.32 (23.7%) 

67.72 50.61 -17.11 

20.89 It.76 -1.13 

lt.lt 29.63 + 17.24 

- 22.253 

163 195 •32 

130© 99550 + 1655 

624 624 

SI 51 

Actual productivity in t/h 

Power consumption in KWh/t 

Electrodes consumption Kg/t 

Carbon steel % 

1.5 Mn Steel % 

Double slag steel % 

Consumption of gas in Nm3/> 

N    of tappings 

Tons produced 

Working hours per month 

Tons per heat 

Thus, by ^re-heating the scrap as described up to a tempetarure of 
about 500 C, an increase in productivity is achieved of 19.78%.This 
means that the steel works already able to produce 176,000 tons per 
year could reach an objective of 210, 000 tons per year. 

As there were no  signs of operational trouble in the trial per i od (not 
•ven wear or deformation of the charge buckets) it was concluded 
that this method was worthwhile for the following reasons : 

the plant to be installed was decidedly simple and relatively cheap. 

the cost of the additional consumption of gas was greatly lower 
than the saving m*de from the reduction in consumption of power; 

the prospect of reducing working costs made it possible to fore- 
tee an appreciable rise in productivity. 

5,  _njáSftSi£k,  Sui     s. "¿Wi^i.. 
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6#      EXPERIENCE OF ANNTTA!, OPERATION 

.. n ~c» fríai«     irranyements were made at both Aftor rarrvine out these trials,   arrange"'-"« 
ârictric sLl «ork. motioned to install pre-heating plants for 

each of the electrical furnaces. 

Following a charge in the type of scrap used,  the number   of charge 
buckets per heat was increased to five,   but   owing to  the limited 
£££ of the existing buckets and to the restricted amount o, spa« 
around the furnaces where the pre-heating plant was installed  hewing 
"mes had to be reduced : thus only partially the advantages, which 
haTbeen expected according to the results of the tests made when 

were exploited. 
On the other hand,  the fumes, coming fron, the buckets during the 
pre-heating stage, worsened considerably work.« ^''^/"J^ 
Lr.onnel fn the furnace area; there was thus no .ncent.ve to '•e 
SÜ. rate of exploitation of the pre-heating plant and to prov.de the extra 

charge buckets required for it. 

Pre-heating could then only be carried out on an average of three 
bucket" and only for about 45' per bucket, consequently the average 
temperature of the Pre-heating scrap did not exceed about 350 C. 

Table 2 gives operational statistical data relating to the monthly 
averages for two typical months, one normal month without pre- 
heating and the other with reduced pre-heating. 

Table   2 

5 charge 
without     bucketg absolute       relativ« 

P'e"       with 3 pre difference   variation! 
hcating      heated one« ______  

Actual output in t/h        13.320 

Power con«umption 
in KWh/tor. 556 

Electrodes consumption 
in Kg/ton *•** 

Consumption of ga« 
Nm3/ton 

15.270 +1.950 (14.6%) 

460 -  96 (  17% ) 

4#§4 -i.02 <!•.**) 

11.04 

Ifif(Mi iti—»- •»"-"«-*— __ 
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?.      FURTHER CONSIDER ATTO Mg 

7.1   Possible limitations tn th*. p~-h^ting technique 

An examination of the technique adopted,   leads  unfortunately to 
the conclusion that not all types of scrap are suitable to the pre- 
heating process. Turnings,   forinstancc,   would molt   if they camo 
into direct contact with the burner flam so that,   considering the 
Urge quantity of this type of scrap which is usedln som- count- 
ries,   such as Italy for example,  this technique of pre-hcating in 
buckets may present som« difficulties. 

II an attempt is made to overcome the difficulty by reducing the 
• iee of the burner,   pre-heating time is consequently increased 
making it necessary to increase as well the number of buckets 
charged,  and this may often be awkward for a steel works   for 
reasons of cost,   spaae available and running. 

In the case of light oiled sheeting,  the danger of fusion may be 
•voided if a suitable treatment is given to it and if care is shown 
by the furnacement. 

There is no doubt that the nature of the scrap may represent the 
most important limiting factor affecting the spread of the techni- 
que of pre-heating in buckets. 

IDEAS FOR A PLANT DESIGNED TO OPERATE WITH FUI L 
PRE-HEATING   

From ihe experience gained by the plants in Latin America which to- 
day carry on regular work charging pre-heated scraps as described 
above,  the following main characteristics of a plant for pre-heating 
the charge may be deduced : 

1. 

2. 

fumes are created in the area where pre-heating is done; 

the area to be assigned to pre-heatingis not negligible and must 
be eufficient to take 4 to 5  charge buckets; 

the pre-heating area must have easy access to the furnaces so 
as to optimize the effect of pre-heating. 

Ai regards point (3) it would clearly seem best to place   the pre- 
heating plant in the fumate bay: the problem of creation of fumes 

Î. 
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could no doubt be dealt with by providing chimneys or fan.. 

There remains the objection to using this position a. the furnace bay 
forms the most expensive part of the building; the area xs strongly 
and heavily built and is therefore costly due to the presence of heavy 

service overhead cranes. 

For this  reason it would appear best to place the pre-heating plant 
out in the open air,   or in a well ventilated position (without    ume 

problems and on low cost space) in the neighbourhood of the furnaces. 

An alternative   solution might be that of placing the pre-heating plant 
fntn!. scrap (yard) where the covered area costs less tha-> the furnace 
.pace,   and where fume problems would certainly be less serious 
than they would near the furnaces,   on condition    that   a    quxck and 

easy access to the furnaces    is assured. 

Carrying forward the idea of installing the pre-heating plant in an out- 
.id«,   ventilated position and in order to provide easy access for it 
o the furnaces,  a rough layout has been devised    as  show*' »hg«- 
res 3 and 4.  for a typical steel works,  realizable m stages    ,th   wo 
25 tons electric furnaces and with two continuous castings   * two Unes 
capable of an initial output of about 75.000 tons per year of •*-*• 
bilïeta.   and therefore of about 150.000 tons per year in the final stage. 

The main principles which an attempt had been made to include in the 

plant shown in Fig. 3,  are : 

.       assembly within a restricted area and under one single bay of 
all operations requiring movement of heavymaterxal,    «*« 
high level.,  which must necessarily be done with bridge cranes. 

.       gradual investment in fixed and mobile plant thus reducingj to the 
minimam the risks inherent in the launching of a new undertaking. 

To solve the transport problem and reduce plant cost, down to the 
minimum, consideration ha. beenden to the exten.ive use of 
Wheeled trucks,  both at the scrap yard and at pouring bay.  leaving 
The overhead cranes free for the very limited and highly -P-cU^d 
work for bucket loading and for tapping. Thi. would give the follow- 

ing advantages : 

I       the absence of overhead crane, (except in the .mall furnace 
*     area) would mean a reduction in the total !"••*»•*• in *Unt 

due to a saving of about 20% in the cost of the building. 
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i. 

3. 

4. 

Uv   with tï .¡7^ WOUW mean grCat °P"^ional flexibi- 
lity, with the po.sibihty of temporally extending processes or 
•lockt (scrap,  for example) out in the open without any difficulty 

the use of wheeled vehicles would further moan that the pre-heatinB 

»rea could be placed   towards the outskirts of the building, either 
under partially covered area or even quite out in the open air  but 
• erved by the little spare overhead cranes from the furnace area 
(charging and tapping services) which would ensure quick transport 
connections; v 

the use of wheeled vehicles is envisaRed to .ecure a reduction in 
•Uff as compared with a similar,  but more traditionally organi.- 
ed steel works. * 

*•    TRASNPORTATION MEANS SPECIFICATION 

ÎLïuïÎO{1*lY mentÌOned-   ^r transport need, four essential type, of 
•pecial means are proposed to carry out four completely diff/rfnt ty- 
pes of services. " 

9' l '    £!rled (0r Crawler) Jib cran'« w"» "King magnets fitted to the 
nook for executing two main functions : 

•    *t the scrap yard (loading bucket« and unloading truck, or rail 
way waggons); 6 r   - 

- general plant maintenance service (mainly at the furnaces and 
continuous castings,  including the operations of replacing equip 
ment and refractory material). E 

t.I.    Motorieed wheeled trucks able to self-load and unload larEc bins 
Carrying out the following chief functions : 

- moving empty buckets for scrap from the area behind the fur- 
nace, to the scrap yard for filling by wheeled cranes, for weigh 
ing and for returning when full to the preheating stations behind 
the electric furnaces; 

- moving full slag pots from the area in front of the furnaces to 
be emptied at the slag yard and brought back in front of the fur 
naces; — 

- movement of the empty casting ladles from the area near to the 
continuous casting«, to the various station, (change of the step- 
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Mr rod.    repairing refractories,  preheating,  etc.  till they 
He once'm-, in ¿.ilion in front of the tapping .pout (emE 

ty and ready for the casting). 

,   ,      Fork lift trucks '»r carrying ou. the following main operation. : 

„ .ment of .1... enntmuou. casting billets from the cooling 

L stores,  trucks or r„lw,y »aggons tor despatch, 

movement ot all material, of consumption on pallets,   .uch 
"    ^rcTr-toncs.   electrode   cases of loose goods,   etc. 

,  4     Overhead cranes for serving a eery restricted area,   and carry- 
»„«out the following main duties. 

th . furnaces xvith the buckets taken from the preheat- 
-    charging the furnaces \MI behind the furnaces ; 

ing  stations and placed empty m the area 
.   i ev,,. full ladles from underneath 

8 ,        . • th the  snout for the next tapping; pared underneath th<   spod 
to the wheeled jib cranes for the workofre- 

.    „ necessary,   pour.ng steel in the U-lc into "^.f ' 
adjacent to the continuous casting machii.es. ny 

should occur to them. 

,.5.    Wa,l bracket j.o cranes .ith traveling hoist for .he blowing .pe- 

cial services  : 

.    replacement of electrodes; 

.    replacement of nozzles on the pouring ladle.. 

A doubt which might arise ^J^££ ^A^^ 
ing of the running o,:a  steel «ork,not• tra„.port   equip- 

an* above all served "'•^"</£**', thc 9olut¡0„ propo.ed. and 
men.,,  is that deriving f om .hi   ».   ^ the plant might „o. tunc«- 

Ion-pro^T»r L of rXbili.y ."inadequacy or Impo—y o, .- 

pera.ing «hi. «»p. of —sport. ,. 

The first probten, of¿ellobi«* '^¿f »^S, what i. r.ouire- of 
vailability of wheeled transporv 

them. 
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Th. ..coud problem oí th.ir proportionment or po..ihility or »»kl.. 
« thi. pl.nt d.pon«. on how good ,h. .tudlc. and draw ng. °,£ „'"* 

Í      ""i" rr,7iOU•" mentioned, th. .n.lyttc «.^,1fin ch  ,U 
propo,.d ,o folto. ,. ai. conn«.,.» . .h, dellgnin, * ? .•ork\ 
conc. ,vcd ,o « ,o „due. th. ri.k of error to ,h. minimum  . „ b„ed 
on the pr.nc.pl«, of making . prior exp.riment on h ' ""<* 

;:t'"'rur,nin'' O,,"ation•by ,he Mon" c"ri° '-'»»<<--X~~- 
Only in thi. way. by minutely .B.ly.ing each and every element»» ,c- 
t.».ty of th. componen, par«, of ,h. pUnt.w.c.n kno.'Xh.thTr.„,",,„. 
mean, of tran.por. envisaged would h. un.uitabl. or madequat. (£„ 
t.kmg step, to make .uitabl. alteration, to the plan, during the £"0 
•tag,),  whether ,he layout arrangement, really are .uch a. I«, ".urr 

the reou.red level of efficiency,   and whether ,h. u.od re.ource. elpTe , 
ation i« close to the optimum. p    - 

The general programme for simulation of this type of plant on a compu- 

ie.tedTth    i"8 Pr:PTd and Can be aPpUed n0t °^ <° **» example' lg- ge.ted ,n the layout   shown in Fig.   3 but (with suitable adaption.) to a vC 

líe adraron th CCl """' dÌffCrCnt '"' "* **•• " »<>„g ..thcy are an Da sed on the  same principle. 

I0«    EXPLANATION OF THE LAYOUT 

Ílc'h of thanCe WUh the SPCCÍfÍC WOrkÍng caP*citic« *** ««»in functions of 
irattcmothaVr"   yPer °f tran"POrt Whlcle and «Vipmcnt W«. 
"S   h" b!en made to d<*si8" «" layout of the steel work.To  as 
^rt r»ri"e^C d,ltanCr8 and tht> ^rfcrence between one type of trans- 
t^n.nottH0      u    FOVhiS  w"0»,h<" a—  s-ved by the  saTe typesof 
transport have been placed one near to the other. 

10. 1. The wheeled (or crawler) jib crane, have to serve the whole of the 

^r
/"

M §h,OWn bV the P1" »> Fig.   3.  and especially the scrap 
yard (where they will normally be located),  now and again being ta- 
ken a. far as the centre of the plant when required for service  at 
the furnaces and at the continuous casting machinea. 

10.1. The teli loading trucka are to be-uacd in the central are« of the 
plant (moving ladle, and «Ug pota) and at times in the upper area 
lac rap yard) for handling the charge bucketa. 

10.S. The fork lift trucks are for use in the low.r area of the plant for 

7ÜZ !' i i1.'*";,"- *!,° ••far "the central arca ««»»•*•• "«i caating ladles) for tran.port.ng palletised raw materials. 
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î„7 with the"th.r m«.», of .»».port with which. :.oweve, 
îhîy cJoÍc„« i» movin, buche... Udì... .U,**. —  v- 

11. 

rious material*' 

„ibed -l»«•»'»»^* "*"£,£ bctwe „the ..me vehicle, (mo- 
.1 flexibility due to .nUrch.nge.ba«, b.J ««• Ir,d.l.odue 

l,l"h. fenctg round the Und on which  the ..eelworh. .«.nd.. 

ri^^^^v RELAtrn TO r mrm OF THE MEANS OF. 

TRANSPORTATION 

Pluming for  the .te... which .,. «o  * P^««¿ '»'j^« .«^n,. 

mites. «KCl. 

„ Mto« th.. .nnu.l production per »-*. f»«.c. for J00 *,. . V« 

would be : 
24    .  300. 25   «   72.000 ton» per yesr per fornace 

¿75 , 
| «      for two furnaces.  144,000 tons/year. 

Mce. the means of t'an»P«rt *?£**- will therefore make a brief an» 

^•yrs^t: i^r-JiSf :«-• - *•*"• - «-• 
pin« point«. 

„„in. the ini«.. ....- -JS'A.'S.'ÎSuïl^'whü "rZr 

1« occurs. 
j Ä« •*.. H», i« of s timo analyse required for tue On this assumption, and on Hie basil> ol^a time<.m     y ¿ 

and one furnace. 
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ror charging work at one furnace, a second crane W«„IH I.. 
r.g« occupation (intensity of work) of about 40% *" ***" 

In a subsequent working stage at the plant, when for instance continuous 

thus reduce the intensity "UÄ^fu^ Ä»^ "* 

With only a single furnace in operation,   it is therefore clearly  essen 

sons       H" T rrhCad CraneS Ìn °P"atio" »•»»* for security reT •ons,  when the plant is starting up. •      security rea- 

SX• £•V'f 
hOWCVer'  and alIOWÍng ÍOr a toU1 of «»»y three cra- 

a^ear   hat'thc^re ^TinT "T^ ^ T ^ "* "«"»«>. " •"< ^     r inai inc  resulting intensity of work Í0  5S v ? - 1   1 \ 11 
ly involve long delays in castings"^ to chir.ee  iñ^^c^"^ 
between the separate operations at each of the furnaces 0ccurrin8 

s\mr/ate U may be n0tCd that*  aS the threc "an** working over  the •ame runn.ng wary are interchangeable,  the two charging crane.   couÎd 
be given various types of aux.'iary work to do in the castina ^        ! 
ced under the same route) so ,    to achieve the t ¿Ä^T 
for the three overhead cranes serving two furnaces : 

-     2 charging cranes : 60% (for each crane)- 

* l ÄVÄ UT8tage of re'duced occupation •*"*• 
«\Ï.VthT? H' COn8;dt'rati0n8 based on the q««w theory,  it can be fore- 
ca.ted that the production loss of the  steelwork, will be in the ran.! nf 
2.5%; installing eventually a fourth overhead cranT,iTw 11 b^.Thl 
to recover this loss of productivity. (+) PO.iible 

in view of the limited and specialised nature of the work done by the o- 

£ in'th T""'   and Ín °rder t0 redUCe thc nUmb- <>< ^TolnZ work 
Í2lí-Sr " arta,< thC P°"ibilitV **• •».» considered of not pro- 
viding the crane, with an operator's cabin, but of working them from 
three panel, at ground level (for each furnace) .ituated respectively a, 

fi.       "I"" ha" beCn con9id*r** •• one station .crving two client. (c  ß 
th. pouring at the first snd .econd furnace) pr.-enting' a chance   awand 

ÄdCtVqUlVr1CTnK t0 th° mVermge intCrVal bet— ~ Pouring op^ra. 
ThTorv hsl ¿ K Í* îVerage qUeUÍng Pe,Ult' «*«*** uTing the £eue 
vi!! V; £  \ halVPd t0 COrrect the cfí'ct of exces.ive variability en 

kalpwhich th. charging crane, (temporally free) can give to the pouring 
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f01,w. : m*. p»--^«"-oni •:/=.*- :^I^T:L 

hook. 

A. regard. .he wheeled vehicles. ^^^^»^.T.- 
ber can be decide* in -cordane, ».h   ^« ^^„Ude calling for 

rh7he additiLn or oneP
of each type in the .econd ..ag. w«h two fuma- 

Leve, a, ^^^^^^^^^- 
,1, «he.e mean, of .ranspor,    one^conn ^ a rational 

Tno IZZ^TJ^Z, in accordance with the actual opera- 
tion requirements of the entire productive umt. 

A. known, this practice, which uses «»^^/¿^«'Î^' 

and ¡^Ä^£Ä --own or\..umed proba- 

bility laws. 
,f ;«r, of tho steel works can be reconstructed 

ference or by accident, (breakdown.,  etc. > 

For instance, with the simulation, covering period, of a year or more, 

it is possible to know : 
.      what output can be achieved by the plant in «tal period (one year ., 

more); 
.       which component acts as a bottleneck thus impeding flows; 

resources available. 

U.    «AVTNGS IN PLANT COSTS 
Savings in the plant costs by the layout arrangement shown in Fig.  3. 
are mainly due to two kinds of considerations: 

.    ,J-      •«. .«nairiorahlv reduced because most of •• r :x £ £ r^v¿r^»«—.. - - --— 
is much lighter and cheaper. 
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The number of transport vehicles found necessary is greatly redu- 
ced   to the the higher flexibility of the wheeled   vehicle aom 
red with overhead cranes and cars running on rails        Inthis con" 
necuon lt may be emphasized that most of the conventional stee 
works served by normal overhead cranes also employ an ever-in- 
creasmg number of wheeled vehicles both to link up between the era 
nes placed in the various bays of the building,  and for external use 
among the different buildings forming the whole plant 

Using as a  basis   price level, applicable to a country like the Argentina 
he following investment .costs have been estimated for two types oTvs 

tern (conventional and on- wheels) of the sizes already do cr bed •        " 

Steelworks with two 25 ton f», maces 

Total cost - US$ 

Yearly production   (20% of 
total cost) - US$ 

Tons per year 

Cost per ton - US$ 

Difference of personnel : 
21 persons x 3.000 US$/year 

Cost per ton - US$ 

Total cost per ton - US$ 

Conventional    On Wheels    Difference 

2. 630. 000      2.2OO.000 

526. O00 

10O.O00 

5.26 

63.000 

0.63 

5.89 

440.000 

1OO.000 

4.40 

4.40 

0.86 

0.63 

1.49 

It may thus be seen that the layout proposal shown in Fig. 3 can lead 
to a saving in plant costs of the order of 16,2%. at compared with tho- 
le of a conventional steelwork» with a similar output,   size, type of fur 
nace and covered area. 
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13.    POSSIBLE VARIATIONS IN THE DIMENSIONS OF THE PLANT. AND 
GENERAL REMARKS 

The plant, as contemplated, the output of which could be raised in two 
stages from 72.000 tons a year to 144. 000, would appear to be close to 
the minimum in size capable of economic mass production of the com- 
mon types of steel in countries in course of development with fairly low 
market requirements.  It is clear however that the advantages of the plant 
layout and equipment proposed will still be valid, and probably even in- 
crease,  if the furnaces are larger (more economic to run) and output ri- 
ses to from 200. 000 to 400. 000 tons per year. 

Today, a top limit to furnace dimensions would probably be set by the 
charging capacity of wheeled self charging trucks handling buckets and 
ladles,  seeing that the weights to be lifted are rapidly increasing along- 
side the increase in the dimensions of the furnaces. 

It would therefore seem that, today,  maximum furnace dimension should 
be around 50 tons requiring trucks able to charge about 30 tons. 

Emphasis should be laid on the fact that a plant as shown in Fig.   3, with 
25 ton or larger furnaces,  may easily be extended to take three or four 
furnaces in an almost exactly modular progression. 

14.    CONCLUSIONS 

It seems clear from the above that the running of an electric steelworks 
with preheating of the scrap has a clear economic advantage from the 
power consumption point of view, where the ratio between the cost of a 
cubic metre of combustible gas (with p. c. i. = 8700 cal/m3), and the cost 
of a KWh is less than about 5 (in Italy,  for example, the average ratio is 
about 1 to 2,  so that it could generally be considered economical to use 
the preheating system in this country). 

If we then add the advantages secured by a saving of electrodes and an 
increase in productivity,  it is understandable how it is often worthwhile 
using the preheating system even when the ratio of the specific cost« (ca 
lorie/KWh) exceeds the maximum limit of 5. 

Use of preheating also improves the quality of the steel by removing hu- 
midity and reducing the content of harmful impurities such as tin, lead, 

etc. 

However, its application to existing plants is often problematic for rea- 
sons of »pace, transport and the creation of fumes, as well as being con 
ditioned by the type of «crap used that would have to be preheated. 
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Ideal for the most economic solution to the problem «.«„1.1 
b« the creation of a type of electric steelworks mlTnlv,      ^fT* t0 

quate wheeled vehicles,  which would leaotoa rtdu 1     Y ^ 
Of about 20%.  while fully satisfying thre^uiremen   '" t'h **V°"' •ystem. Hul"mcnts of the preheating 

The novelty of the solution and the need to avoid ri,u it    A 

it is clear that the increased,amount of brain work shall h    • 
on the otheV hand,  higher engineering costs mlvb •; °XpL'nSlve; 

a. they will result in infinitely greater^pUnt"^in  ^r^^ffÍed 

my in running costs which can now be estimated ^ I °~ 
computer simulation of operations over ^g peHod^""" ^ "** 

»•  . l » 
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Pljmre 2 

Miff "ff*1"« Bttoket for Pre-heatcd Scrap 
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